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Deep Exemplar-based Color Transfer for 3D
Model
Mohan Zhang, Jing Liao and Jinhui Yu
Abstract—Recoloring 3D models is a challenging task that often requires professional knowledge and tedious manual efforts. In this
paper, we present the first deep-learning framework for exemplar-based 3D model recolor, which can automatically transfer the colors
from a reference image to the 3D model texture. Our framework consists of two modules to solve two major challenges in the 3D color
transfer. First, we propose a new feed-forward Color Transfer Network to achieve high-quality semantic-level color transfer by finding
dense semantic correspondences between images. Second, considering 3D model constraints such as UV mapping, we design a
novel 3D Texture Optimization Module which can generate a seamless and coherent texture by combining color transferred results
rendered in multiple views. Experiments show that our method performs robustly and generalizes well to various kinds of models.
Index Terms—3D model texture, color transfer, deep learning
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I NTRODUCTION

C

OLOR transfer between images is a long-standing goal
that seeks to transfer the colors of a reference image
onto another source image. By choosing different references,
one can keep the content of the source image and accurately alter the color style to emulate different illumination,
weather conditions, scene materials, or even artistic color
effects. Corresponding applications include movie postproduction, artistic design, and photo enhancement. Early
color transfer methods apply spatially-invariant color transformation [1], [2], [3], or spatial color mappings [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10] to address this problem. Recently, deeplearning-based methods [11], [12], [13] can achieve more
advanced semantic-level color transfer, such as face-to-face
or cloth-to-cloth transfer, by leveraging deep features.
Compared to image recolor, a more challenging task is
3D model recolor, which requires 3D design knowledge
and is often done manually by professional 3D artists. To
circumvent tedious user interactions, we aim to design a
framework that can automatically transfer colors from a
given reference image to a 3D model, as shown in Figure1.
As we know, the geometry of a 3D model is usually saved
as a triangle mesh, and a texture is painted over the mesh.
The texture is flattened and stored as an image that is
applied to the model by using the so-called UV-mapping.
A simple way for 3D recolor is to apply existing image color
transfer methods to the texture image. However, flattening
a texture often breaks its semantic structures thus leads
to the poor performance of semantic-level color transfer.
Moreover, seams will be visible on the rendered results,
because the color transfer is not consistent along with the
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split patches of the texture. Another naive extension is to
render the 3D model into frames and transfer colors to each
frame independently. However, without considerations of
temporal and view coherency, it is easy to produce flickering
artifacts.

Fig. 1. Our deep exemplar-based 3D color transfer method provides the
capability of generating multiple plausible color transfer results for a 3D
model by giving different references.

Addressing the above challenges, we propose a novel
3D color transfer framework that incorporates 3D model
constraints into the semantic-level color transfer. We first
render the 3D model in different views. The color of each
view is transferred with a given reference image by using
our Color Transfer Network. This network uses a non-local
component [14] to align the reference to the source image
based on semantic correspondences and learns natural color
transfer from big data with Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN). Compared to the iterative optimization based color
transfer methods [11], [12], [13], our feed-forward network
can achieve higher or comparable quality but hundreds of
times acceleration. After transferring color to each view, we
optimize the colors of 3D model by combining multi-view
results and back-propagating the combination objective into
the UV-mapped texture through the render. This 3D Model
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Texture Optimization module can eliminate the artifacts in
a single view, producing a seamless and coherent colortransferred texture for rendering.
In brief, our major contributions are:
• We present the first deep-learning-based method to
transfer the color from a reference image to a 3D model.
• We propose a new feed-forward convolutional neural
network (CNN) for accurate semantic-level image color
transfer by finding dense semantic correspondences.
• Our 3D model texture optimization module can generate seamless and coherent texture by combining multiview transferred results with the UV mapping constraint.
We show how our color transfer technique can be effectively and efficiently applied to a variety of 3D models, such
as characters, animals, and buildings. Potential applications
of our technique range from art design, game development,
film industry to digital arts.

2

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we review techniques that are related to our
work, including image color transfer, image colorization,
and 3D style/color transfer.
2.1

Image Color Transfer

Traditional methods. Global color transfer algorithms process an image by applying a spatially invariant function
which is effective in global color shifts (e.g., sepia) and tone
curves (e.g., high or low contrast). It was first introduced
in [1] as a simple histogram reshaping, where the mean
and variance of each channel are transferred separately by
LAB color space. Pitie et al. [2] matched two 3D distributions through rotations and 1D histogram projections.
Freedman and Kisilev [3] proposed a method to compute
the transfer for each histogram bin with the mean and
variance of pixel values in the bin, which strikes a compromise between mean-variance based methods and histogram
based methods. These methods only consider global color
statistics, ignoring the spatial layout of the image. Local
color transfer algorithms that apply spatial color mappings
are more expressive and can deal with a broad class of
applications including time-of-day hallucination [7], [15],
weather and season change [7], [8] and style transfer [16],
[17], [18]. They either require user interaction [4], [10] or rely
on automatic image segmentation algorithms to estimate
regional correspondence [5], [19], [20]. However, because of
some pixels to be transferred to inaccurate colors, such local
matches are not yet precise enough.
Deep-learning-based color transfer. Chang et al. [21] proposed a color transfer algorithm that recolors the image
based on a user-modified palette. However, it is a global
color transfer, which does not consider local semantic correspondences. Gatys et al. [22], [23] employed feature maps
of discriminatively trained VGG-19 [24] to achieve groundbreaking performance for painterly style transfer. Luan et
al. [11] extended this work to color transfer and later [25]
added a post-processing step with screened Poisson for
photorealistic improvement. These two methods require
additional segmentation maps [26] to indicate the regionlevel semantical correspondences. Based on the observation
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that deep features of pre-trained CNN such as VGG-19 can
serve as a good descriptor of image semantics, Liao et al. [12]
presented a method to take advantage of multi-scale deep
features for semantical dense correspondence estimation
and local color transfer. He et al. [13] then improved the
color transfer quality of [12] by progressively transferring
the color from coarse to fine. Although these deep-learningbased color transfer methods can achieve accurate semanticlevel color transfer, they are prohibitively slow because of
the iterative optimization nature. Recently, some end-toend photorealistic style transfer works [27], [28] showed
impressive performance on the color transfer task. However,
they only guarantee region-to-region transfer via additional
segmentation masks, which are not accurate at the pixel
level. In contrast, our feed-forward network could achieve
more accurate color transfer results by finding dense semantic correspondences.
Colorization. Adding colors to a gray image, known as colorization, is an ill-conditioned problem since there are potentially many colors that can be assigned to the gray pixels.
To address this issue, early approaches rely on user scribbles
[29] and learning-based algorithms [30], [31] learn color
statistics of natural images from large extensive datasets.
Given one reference image instead of user input, some
automatic methods [4], [20] transfer the chrominance from
the color reference to the gray image based on their correspondences. He et al. [32] integrate reference images into
a learning-based method to achieve automatic exemplarbased colorization and Zhang et al. [33] extend it to video
colorization. Exemplar-based colorization is different from
color transfer because colorization is limited to transfer
the chrominance only and keep the luminance unchanged,
while the color transfer is capable of transferring both luminance and chrominance. Allowing changes in the luminance
channel can make the transferred results more faithful to
the reference, but will impose new challenges on image
structure preservation. This requires us to design new loss
and structure in our color transfer network compared to
existing colorization networks [32], [33].
2.2

3D Style/Color Transfer

Neural style transfer [22] is to migrate an artistic style from
one image to another by leveraging deep neural networks.
Some recent works push the neural style transfer even further to the 3D models. Kato et al. [34] proposed an approximate gradient for rasterization that enables the integration
of rendering into neural networks so that vertices of 3D
mesh could be adjusted based on a given reference image to
satisfy the style transfer loss. Later, Liu et al. [35] proposed
a general-purpose back-end optimization that can backpropagate change in the image domain to the 3D mesh vertex positions by constructing a differentiable triangle mesh
renderer. 3D style transfer is one of its applications. Different
from [34], [35], Mordvintsev et al. [36] did not modify
the geometry of the 3D models. Instead, they used a 3D
rendering process to turn 3D models into 2D images which
can be fed into the network, and then back-propagated an
objective function through the render to optimize the texture
of 3D models. Besides, Fišer et al. [37] presented an extended
synthesis algorithm that better preserves the visual richness
of hand-created style exemplars by taking into account
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illumination effects. However, [34], [35], [37] and [36] all aim
at transferring the painterly style rather than color so they
will introduce undesired style patterns when applied to the
color transfer task. Moreover, their style transfer is global
without considering the semantic correspondences between
the texture and the given reference.
Back
propagation

Optimizing texture T
Render

Tn

4
3D texture
optimization
module

θn
Sn
~

3D model

In

Reference
R
Render
In
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Fig. 2. The overall framework of our deep exemplar-based 3D color
transfer.

To our knowledge, there is only one attempt at the 3D
model color transfer. Liu et al. [38] achieved it by segmenting the 3D model and the reference image into several
parts. The region-based correspondences are built between
them, and the patch-match algorithm is applied for regionto-region color transfer. However, low-level features instead
of high-level semantics are used in their correspondences
estimation, so it could only deal with some simple models. In contrast, our method of deep learning is to build
semantic correspondences between the reference image and
3D model, and thus, we can achieve more accurate color
transfer and deal with more complex 3D models.

3

procedures are iterated until T converge, which means
the reference color is successfully transferred to the target
texture. Since the render in our framework is a standard
one, in the following sections, we focus on the description
of the other two major parts: the color transfer network and
the 3D texture optimization module.

C OLOR T RANSFER N ETWORK

Inspired by two-stage framework used in the exemplarbased colorization methods [32], [33], we also construct our
color transfer network ξ with two subnets: a correspondence
subnet C which learns the semantic correspondences between the source and reference images and a recolor subnet
R which migrates colors form the reference to the source
based on correspondences, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Different
from [32], [33] which only predicts chrominance channels,
our network predicts both luminance and chrominance
channels. This requires new loss and structure designs in
our network. Besides, our aim is the color transfer for the 3D
model, so our network should output the confidence map
which is required in the stage of multi-view optimization.
Next, we will describe our color transfer network in detail.
4.1

Correspondence Subnet

The correspondence subnet C builds the semantic correspondence by using deep features extracted from pretrained VGG-19. Given the source image In and the reference R at the nth iteration, we extract feature maps
from layers of relu2 1, relu3 1, relu4 1 and relu5 1 for
both of them. These feature maps are then fed into several
residual blocks parameterized by δC and upsampled to
the same resolution. We then concatenate the outputs as
ΦIn , ΦR ∈ RH×W ×C for In and R, and reshape them into
feature vectors: FIn , FR ∈ RHW ×C respectively. Similar
to the non-local component [14], the dense correspondence
between In and R could be indicated by a correlation matrix
Mn ∈ RHW ×HW :

OVERALL F RAMEWORK

Our framework takes a source 3D model texture I , and a
reference image R as input. Note R is an intrinsic image
generated by intrinsic decomposition [39], to remove lighting influences in the reference image. The overall framework
of our 3D color transfer method is illustrated in Fig. 2. We
start from a randomly initialized target texture T and then
optimize it iteratively. At the nth iteration, we set a random
camera position, which is oriented towards the center of the
bounding box of the 3D object, and render two images of it:
one with the source texture, denoted as In ; the other with
the target texture that we are currently optimizing, denoted
as Tn . We construct a network ξ to transfer colors from the
reference R to the rendering image In , yielding the color
transferred image If
n and a matching confidence map Sn :

(If
n , Sn ) = ξ(In , R).

(1)

We enforce Tn to be similar to If
n by defining an objective
function measuring their differences and using Sn to weight
different pixels. The gradients of the objective function are
back-propagated through the render to update the target
texture T . These rendering, color transfer, and optimization

Mn (i, j) =

(FIn (i) − µIn ) · (FR (j) − µR )t
||FIn (i) − µIn ||2 ||FR (j) − µR ||2

(2)

where µIn and µR represent mean feature vectors of FIn
and FR respectively, and Mn (i, j) represents the similarity
of FIn at position i and FR at position j . According to this
correlation matrix, we could warp the reference image R to
the input In by approximately calculating the weighted sum
of R:
X
Wn (i) =
softmax(Mn (i, j)/τ ) · R(j).
(3)
j

j

We set τ = 0.01 so that the row vector Mn (i, ·) approaches
to one-hot vector and weighted color Wn approximates
selecting one pixel in the reference with largest similarity
score.
Because the warped color is not accurate everywhere,
we output the matching confidence map Sn which is obtained by calculating the maximum matching score for each
position i of In , to measure the reliability of sampling the
reference color for each position:

Sn (i) = max Mn (i, j).
j

(4)
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Fig. 3. The architecture of our color transfer network. The correspondence subnet finds the correspondence between source image I and reference
image R in the deep feature domain, and aligns the reference color accordingly. Based on the intermediate result of the confidence map, the recolor
subnet predicts the color for the result image.

In summary, we could acquire two outputs in the nth
iteration from the correspondence network: warped color
Wn and confidence map Sn to guide the color transfer in
the next step:

as recommended in [40]. Consequently, the contextual loss
between the result If
n and the reference R could be obtained:
1 X
max A(i, j))
(8)
LCX = − log(
N i j

(Wn , Sn ) = C(In , R; δC )

where N denotes the total feature point number.
Gradient Difference Loss. The contextual loss only encourages the result colors to be similar to those in the reference,
but there is no guarantee that the content structure of the
source image will be preserved. To penalize structure distortions in the transferred result, we add a gradient difference
loss, which directly measures the L1 difference of image
gradients:
l
l
LGD = ||∇If
(9)
n − ∇In ||1

4.2

(5)

Recolor Subnet

The correspondence is not accurate everywhere, we, therefore, design a recolor subnet R, parameterized by δR , to
learn selection, propagation, and prediction of colors simultaneously. As illustrated in Fig. 3, R takes four-channel map
as the input, which concatenates the warped color map W
and the confidence map Sn . With these as the input, the
recolor subnet predicts the color map in the nth iteration
and could be expressed as:

If
n = R(Wn , Sn ; δR ).
4.3

(6)

Loss

Our network is supposed to produce the output If
n to be as
close as possible to the reference R, say, the color transfer
result should resemble the reference in the corresponding
regions. On the other hand, we encourage the color transfer
result to be natural, even when no reliable reference color
is available. To achieve these objectives, we impose the
following losses.
Contextual Loss. First, to encourage colors in the output to
be as close as those in the reference, we employ the contextual loss [40]. In the nth iteration, we exact feature maps of
both the resulting image If
n and the reference image R from
the VGG-19 network, then upsample and concatenate them
together to obtain the concatenated feature maps ΦIfn and
ΦR . The normalized cosine distances between each pair of
feature points i ∈ ΦIfn and j ∈ ΦR is calculated as:
e j) =
d(i,

d(i, j)
,  = 1e − 5
mink d(i, k) + 

l
where ∇ represents the gradient operator. If
n is the luminance channel in the LAB color space of the resulting
l
image If
n and In is that of the source image In . We employ
the Sobel operators that are convolved with the image to
fx and vertical G
fy ,
calculate the derivatives, for horizontal G
for the resulting image, we have:




−1 0 1
−1 −2 −1
l
fx = −2 0 2 ∗ Ifl , G
fy =  0
0
0  ∗ If
G
n
n (10)
−1 0 1
1
2
1

Then the
qgradient of the result image could be obtained by
f
l
f2 + G
f 2 . Here we only consider the luminance
∇I = G
n

x

y

channel because compared to chrominance channels it is
more important to reflect image structures.
Identity Loss. We found when the gradient difference loss
is applied, image structures could be preserved, but some
global color shift may happen. Therefore we employ the
identity loss to serve as the color anchor. To train with this
loss, we regard the same image as both the source image and
the reference image in some batches, and calculate pixellevel and feature-level L1 differences between the resulting
image If
n and the source image In :

(7)

where k ∈ ΦR and d(i, j) indicates the cosine distance between i and j . The pairwise affinities A(i, j) =
e j)/h) measures the similarity of Φ f and
softmaxj (1 − d(i,
In
ΦR , in which, we set the bandwidth parameter h = 0.1

LID = (||If
n − In ||1 ) + λf eat

L
X

||φL
− φL
In ||1
If
n

(11)

i=1

where φL denotes reluL 1 level VGG feature map. λf eat
and is the identity loss weights and set to be 0.2 in our
experiments.
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Fig. 4. The pipeline of 3D model texture optimization module.

Adversarial Loss. Besides, we employ an adversarial loss
[41] to constraint the color transfer output look photorealistic. For more stable training, we adopt the least-squares
GAN [42]. The loss is defined as:

Ladv = Ey∼Py [(D(y) − 1)2 ]
2
+E f
[(D(If
n )) ]

(12)

In∼PIn
g

where our color transfer network ξ tries to generate images
that look similar to images from real photo domain Py ,
and the discriminator D aims to distinguish between the
generated image If
n and the real photo y .
Objective Function for Color Transfer. Combined with the
above four losses, we have the objective function to be
optimized as:

Lc = λCX LCX + λadv Ladv + λGD LGD + λID LID

(13)

where λ denotes weights of each term. With the guidance
of these losses, we successfully unify the correspondence
estimation and color transfer within a single network ξ ,
which learns to generate plausible results based on the
reference image.

5

5.2

Rendering Process

As we know, the 3D model geometry such as ’.obj’ file, is
usually saved as a collection of interconnected mesh, and
the texture of the 3D model is usually saved as an image
such as ’.png’ file. Each vertex of mesh is associated with a
coordinate, which is necessary during the rendering process,
that is, the color of each pixel in the screen could be sampled
from the texture. Then combined with any illumination
model, the 3D model could be rendered on the screen.

Multi-view based Optimization

We initialize the target texture T with random noises and
optimize it by an iterative method. In the nth iteration, we
feed the rendering image In and the reference image R into
the color transfer network ξ proposed in Sec. 4, to obtain
the color transferred result If
n and the matching confidence
map Sn . To enforce the other image Tn which has been
rendered in the same view but with a different texture T ,
close to the color transfer result If
n , we define an objective
function L3D between them. The target texture T is updated
by minimizing L3D :

3D M ODEL T EXTURE O PTIMIZATION

Now we can transfer colors between images using our
network ξ . In this section, we would apply it to the 3D
model color transfer. We use a 3D rendering process to turn
the 3D model texture into 2D images which can be fed into
the network, then back-propagate through the rendering
process to optimize the texture of the 3D model.
5.1

While in our rendering framework we don’t adopt any light
and illumination model, so the rendering process could be
regarded as a transformation of the texture.
In the nth iteration, we render the 3D model with the
source texture I and the optimizing target texture T to acquire two rendering images In and Tn respectively. We use
θn to indicate the rendering parameters such as a random
camera position in nth iteration, so the rendering images
could be indicated as In = f (I, θn ) for I and Tn = f (T, θn )
for T , as illustrated in Fig. 2.

arg min L3D (Tn , If
n , Sn ).

(14)

T

Since the texture coordinates of vertexes are rendered to the
frame buffer, we know how each pixel in Tn is corresponding to some pixels in T . This supports to back-propagate the
gradients from Tn to T , and optimize the target texture T
via a gradient descent method.
However, in each iteration, If
n rendered in a single
view only cover parts of the texture. Hence we need to
randomly sample another camera position to render the 3D
model with an updated texture T in the next iteration and
repeat the above optimization. After several iterations, we
could seamlessly combine multi-view results to optimize the
whole target texture T .
5.3

Energy Function

Next we introduce components in the loss functions L3D .
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Pixel Loss. First, to transfer colors to the target texture T ,
we should require its rendered image Tn to be as similar
as the color transferred result If
n . We therefore adopt a loss
measuring pixel-level L2 difference between Tn and If
n in
the nth iteration:
2
Lpix = ||(Tn − If
n ) ⊗ Sn ||2

(15)

where ⊗ indicates the Hadamard product. We adopt the
confidence map Sn to weight pixels because we want to
reduce the influence of these bad color-transferred regions
which often have low confidences in the semantic matching.
Total Variation Loss. We also employ a total-variation loss
to eliminate noise in the optimized result T , which could be
calculated by:
X
Ltv =
||Tn (i) − Tn (j)||22
(16)
j∈N(i)

where i, j denote pixel coordinates of Tn and N(i) defines
the 8-connected neighborhoods of pixel i.
In summary, the objective function to optimize T is
defined as:
L3D = Lpix + λtv Ltv ,
(17)
where λtv = 1.0 × 10−5 is the weight to balance two terms.

Fig. 5. Ablation study for different losses.

6

E XPERIMENT

Our system is implemented using Pytorch, Lucid Library,
and runs on a PC with 3.7GHz CPU (Intel(R) Core i7-8700k),
32GB memory, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Titan × 2.
In this section, we did some ablation studies to validate
two major parts of our framework. We first qualitatively
and quantitatively compare our color transfer network to
some existing techniques. Then we compare our 3D texture
optimization module with some naive extensions of color
transfer from 2D to 3D.
6.1

Discussion on Color Transfer Network

Ablation on different losses. We first ablate the loss functions individually and evaluate their importance, as shown
in Fig. 5. When we remove LCX , the result does not resemble the reference style. Without Ladv , the result appears
washed out in color and contains some undesired artifacts.
If LID is ablated, some global color shift may happen. When

removing LGD , the image structure is destroyed. In contrast,
our full model produces vivid results with fewer artifacts.
Comparison with color transfer methods. We compare our
color transfer network with several representative previous
works: the traditional color transfer method [1], and more
recent deep-learning-based methods [11], [12], [13] as shown
in Fig. 6. To provide a fair comparison, all the results are
run in their publicly available code with default parameter
settings.
TABLE 1
Runtime of different state-of-art methods

methods [11] (s) [12] (s) [13] (s) [32] (s) [33] (s) Ours (s)
Girl
House
Lord
Knight
SWAT
Bear
Assassin

128
104
112
121

63
33
48
39

121
224
127
89
35
25
48

∼1
∼1
∼1

∼1
∼1
∼1
∼1
∼1
∼1
∼1

The global color transfer method [1] only matches the
global color statistics between source images and reference
images, thus limiting the ability to conduct more sophisticated color transformations. For instance, in 1st, 3rd and
4th results, cloth colors could not match these in reference
images. In contrast, our method can handle the object-object
color transfer because the semantic correspondences of the
source and reference images are built by our correspondence
subnet.
For methods of Luan et al. [11] and Yoo et al. [28], they
match the statistics of deep features between source and
reference images and guarantee region-to-region transfer
via additional segmentation masks. However, such regionto-region correspondences are not accurate enough at the
pixel level, which causes, for example, some posterization
artifacts in the hand region of the 4th result of Luan et
al. [11] and color mismatches to the reference image in
the cloth region of the 1st result of Yoo et al. [28]. On
the contrary, our method does not require segmentation
masks. It builds pixel-to-pixel correspondences based on
deep features extracted from a different level, thus could
transfer colors in finer granularity..
The methods of [12] and [13] also find dense semantic correspondences between source images and reference
images, yielding the results that are more similar to ours.
However, their methods are not learning-based, and thus
some unnatural colors caused by mismatching cannot be
resolved. For example, in the bottom row of Fig. 6, the
face region is not available in the reference image, so their
methods transfer wrong colors to the face. In contrast,
our method learns natural color distribution from big data
(over 20000 natural image pairs collected from ImageNet),
especially with the adversarial loss, which could predict
plausible colors even when no reliable reference color is
available.
Moreover, our method based on the feed-forward network is much more efficient than these optimization-based
methods, in the inference stage. We unified the size of the
source and reference images in Fig. 6 to 512 × 512, which
is affordable by a modern GPU, and tested the run-time
performance of our method and other methods, as shown in
Tab. 1. It can be seen that our method is hundreds of times
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Fig. 6. Comparison with state-of-the-art image color transfer methods. Note that additional segmentation masks of source and reference images
should be applied for region-to-region based methods [11], [28].

faster compared to others. This acceleration is especially
important when extending to 3D color transfer since we
need to process many images rendered in different views.
Comparison with Colorization methods. We also compare our method against recent exemplar-based colorization methods [32], [33] quantitatively and qualitatively, as
shown in Tab. 1 and Fig. 8 respectively. He et al. [32]
find dense semantic correspondences with an optimizationbased method [12] instead of the feed-forward network, so
it is hundreds of times slower than ours. The method of [33]
adopts the feed-forward network, so its time consuming is
similar to ours, but there are still some major differences
compared to ours. First, [32] and [33] aim at colorization
of gray-scale image, so the luminance channel of the source
image remains unchanged in the result. Therefore, the colors
from the reference could not be faithfully transferred to the
result, especially when the luminance in the source and
reference images are different, as shown by the first two
examples in Fig. 8. On the contrary, our network transferring both luminance and chrominance channels could yield
result colors that are more similar to the reference. On the
other hand, our network is capable of keeping the source
color in some regions where its confidence scores are low,
as shown by the zoom-in region of the 3rd example in Fig.
8. This advantage is helpful to reduce artifacts and generate
plausible results in contrast to colorization methods which
ignore all color information in the source image.
6.2

Discussion on 3D Texture Optimization

In this part, we first perform an ablation study for energy
functions in Sec. 5.3. Then, to validate the effectiveness of
our 3D texture optimization module, we try to replace it
with three naive extensions from 2D color transfer to 3D.
Ablation on energy functions. We conduct an ablation
study on the energy function terms to evaluate their im-

without 𝐿𝑝𝑖𝑥

without 𝐿𝑡𝑣

Source

Full

Reference

Fig. 7. Ablation study on energy functions.

portance, as shown in Fig. 7. When we remove Lpix , colors
could not be transferred from the reference image to the
result. Without Ltv , the result appears noise because of overfitting, better seen in the enlarged part of Fig. 7. In contrast,
the full model produces a plausible result with less noise.
Color transfer to the flattened texture. The first naive extension we have considered is to flatten the 3D model texture
into an image, as shown in the 1st-row 2nd column of Fig. 9.
Then we directly fed this image together with the reference
image into our color transfer network. Fig. 9 shows results
of the color transferred textures (2nd column) and rendering
images in different views (3rd ∼ 4th columns). Obviously,
the naive method (2nd row) presents a poor performance
of semantic-level color transfer (e.g. cloth colors), because
the texture breaks the semantic structures. Moreover, the
naive method suffers from seams as shown in the closeups (5th column). This is because the color transfer is not
consistent along with the split patches of the texture. In contrast, our method maps colors correctly from the reference
to the texture by semantic correspondences and generates
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Fig. 8. Comparison with colorization methods that use similar network structure with ours.
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Fig. 10. (a). Quantitative comparison of PSNR, in which the x-axis
represents 5 models and the y-axis indicates the average PSNR of 5
views in each model. The proposed method outperforms others in terms
Rendering results
Enlarged region
Texture
Reference
of PSNR. (b). User study results on 3D color transfer, and ours are more
Fig. 9. Comparison with color transfer to the flattened texture. This naive
preferred by human subjects.
method presents the poor performance of semantic-level color transfer,
and seams are visible on the rendering results.

seamless results, because the texture is optimized through a
3D rendering process obeying the UV mapping constraint.
Last but not least, by using the result of the naive method as
the initial value of the target texture, we could also acquire
plausible results, and it could help to reduce the required
number of iterations in half on average.
Color transfer to rendered frames. Another naive extension
is to render the 3D model with the source texture into an
animation sequence and then transfer colors of each frame
independently by using the image color transfer method.
Here we adopt our color transfer network. We compare the
transferred frames with our results in Fig. 11. This naive
extension causes inconsistent colors between frames, thus
flickering artifacts in the animation. For example, in the
1st row of Fig. 11, the cloth in adjacent frames is recolored
differently. Unlike it, our method transfers colors to the 3D
texture. Rendering different frames with the same target
texture can guarantee the view and temporal consistency.
Texture stitching via blending. Given that color transfer
to the flattened texture or rendered frames cannot work,
we consider another way to extend color transfer from 2D

to 3D. Similar to our method, we first render 3D models
with source textures in different views to cover the whole
texture. For the frame in each view, its colors are transferred
by leveraging our color transfer network. Unlike our 3D
texture optimization module, in this extension, we directly
map these transferred frames back to the texture by reversing the rendering process and stitching them together
via linear blending on overlapping regions. However, color
transferred results at some viewpoints may be inaccurate
because of mismatching, as shown in the 3rd∼4th columns
of Fig. 12, so stitching via blending may cause artifacts in
results, as shown in 5th∼6th columns in Fig. 12. To address
this problem, our 3D texture optimization module combines
the multi-view transferred results into a complete texture
by iteratively minimizing the objective function (Eq. 17).
The pixel loss weighted by the confidence map (Eq. 15) can
reduce the influence of inaccurate transferred regions in a
single frame (3rd∼4th columns of Fig. 12), and the TV loss
(Eq. 16) can guarantee the spatial smoothness in the target
texture. Thus our method can generate spatially coherent
results which can be seen in the 7th∼8th columns of Fig. 12.
Evaluation. We aware that there is no ground truth for
the recolored models thus it might be hard to make a
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Fig. 11. Comparison with the method that transfers colors to rendered frames independently. This naive method causes temporal inconsistencies.

Fig. 12. Comparison to the method of stitching texture via blending. This naive method causes artifacts.

Source model

Reference

[36]

[38]

Ours

Fig. 13. Comparison with exiting 3D model style transfer method [36] and color transfer method [38]. The 1st∼2nd columns show original models
and the 3rd column shows the reference images. The 4th∼5th, 6th∼7th and 8th∼9th columns are final rendering results of different methods.

quantitative evaluation. We therefore propose a pseudoground truth to make it easier to evaluate the abilities of our
method. We transfer between a reference image and a 3D
model of the same content (the reference image is rendered
by the 3D model) and measure PSNR between the result
and ground truth model. We adopt five 3D models and five
views on each model, and corresponding PSNR is shown
in Fig. 10(a), in which the x-axis represents five models
and the y-axis indicates the average PSNR of five views
in each model. We compare our method to the naive color
transfer method (Para. 3 in Sec. 6.2) and 3D style transfer
[36]. Our method outperforms others in terms of PSNR and
the number is 36.3, which demonstrates that our method
can reconstruct the ground truth well.
User study. We randomly select 10 3D models from our
experiment, and compare our result to the naive extensions
of color transfer from 2D to 3D (Para. 3 in Sec. 6.2) and the
state-of-the-art 3D style transfer method [36]. 21 volunteers

who have background knowledge in computer graphics or
deep learning are recruited as the subjects for this task. For
each 3D model, volunteers are asked to score each presented
result in a 3-to-1 scale from ”satisfied color transfer” to
”unsatisfied color transfer”, and Fig. 10(b) demonstrates the
average scores and standard deviations of each method. The
result shows that our 3D color transfer results are preferred
by human subjects.

7

C OMPARISON AND R ESULT

Comparison with 3D transfer methods. We compare our
results with two existing 3D model style or color transfer
works: [36] (style) and [38] (color), as shown in Fig. 13. Although the method of [36] also adopts multi-view optimization, and combines it with the neural style transfer technique
for the 3D model, there are some major differences between
this method and ours. The method of [36] adopts style and
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Fig. 14. Results of some human character models.

10

Fig. 15. Results of building, aircraft, and animal models.

avg energy and std

0.14

content losses, since it focuses on painterly style rather than
color. So it will introduce undesirable style patterns when
it is applied to color transfer, as shown by the patterns on
the skin of the beast in the lower row of Fig. 13. Besides
this method is based on a global style transfer, which does
not take the semantic correspondence between the model
texture and the reference image into consideration, thus
suffering from spillovers sometimes, e.g., with the monster
skin taking colors from the ground as shown in the Fig.
13. In contrast, our method adopts pixel and TV losses,
which could only change colors and preserve the gradient
and details in results. Besides, our method also uses the
confidence maps to effectively alleviate artifacts existing in
individual views, which is not considered by the method
of [36]. The method of [38] focuses on color transfer. It
segments the 3D model and reference image into several
parts to build region-based correspondence and conducts
patch-match [43] to synthesize the model texture. However,
the segmentation method it adopts is based on quad-tree
decomposition, and the matching method is based on lowlevel features. Thus when the model or the reference image
becomes complex as in Fig. 13, it requires manual specification. Otherwise, it results in mismatching and inaccurate
color transfer. For example, in the top row of Fig. 13, a
few artifacts in the back regions are caused by region mismatches. In comparison, our method builds more accurate
and finer-level correspondences by leveraging deep features
and thus leads to better semantic-level color transfer.
Convergence & Iterations. Fig. 16 illustrates the relation-

0.12

avg energy
avg energy+std
avg energy-std

0.1
0.08

0.06
0.04
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0
0

30
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90
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150

180

210

240

270
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Fig. 16. Convergence analysis of iteration for 3D texture optimization,
and the energy is converging after about 270 iterations.

ship between energy (Eq. 14) and iterations in 3D model
texture optimization. The x-axis represents the number of
iterations, and the y-axis indicates the average energy and
standard deviations of each model in our experiments. The
energy is converging after 270 iterations. In our implementation, we set 300 iterations as default for each model, and
the average process time is about 320 seconds.
Robustness. To show the robustness of our method, we
have applied it to various kinds of models. Fig. 14 presents
the results of human character models in which colors of
results could be changed upon the semantic (like face-toface, hair-to-hair, and cloth-to-cloth) correspondences between model textures and references. Our method could
also deal with transportation, building and animal models
as shown in Fig. 15. Besides, some CG characters which
are unusual in reality could be processed by our method
as well, and plausible results are shown in Fig. 17. More
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results could be seen in the PDF supplemental material,
and the animation results could be better seen in the video
supplemental material.

Source

Reference

Result

Enlarged region

Fig. 18. Some examples of failure cases

model seldom be rendered in the iterative optimization,
so these regions could not be optimized in the stage of
3D model texture optimization. For instance, in Fig. 18,
the region on the 2nd character’s skin covered by cloth
presents the initial color in the optimizing texture. In the
future, to solve this problem, we will render and optimize
the 3D model in different poses, or divide the 3D model into
several parts and optimize the texture for them respectively.
Besides, transferring the roughness texture of the 3D model
is another future direction of this work.
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Fig. 17. Results of some CG character models.
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